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THE NORTH CAROLINA LAW REVIEW
showing its relation to the law. The reader is left with the impression,
common among learned men who have a wide knowledge of the data
concerning religion but little acquaintance with its substance, that reli-
gion has been superseded by science. We are left to believe that its ef-
fect on the law has given way to the effect of science, and this to the
good of mankind. The reviewer ventures the opinion that thought
about the material aspect of the universe is already proving an insuffi-
cient model for legal thought; that justice, like religion, is a thing of the
spirit; and that the one cannot be realized apare from the other. How-
ever, that is a matter of opinion; and the outlook of the author is at
least in the mental style of the times.
FRANK HANFrT.
Chapel Hill, N. C.
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